
Warrior Dance Team Winter 2022 Tryouts

Dates & Times:

- Monday, October 24th - 3:30pm-5:30pm
- Tuesday, October 25th - 3:30pm-5:30pm
- Wednesday, October 26th - 3:30pm-?

Location:

West Gym

Descriptions:

- Monday:  Learn routine and have access to record the instructor performing the routine and
demonstration of skills
-Tuesday: Open gym - come in to receive clarification of routines or skills as needed
- Wednesday: Audition in small group and large group
-- Make sure to bring food and water this day

Judges:

- Current WDT Coaches
- 1 - 2 outside of building judges

Tryout Requirement:

Small Group (about 3 dancers)
- Demonstrate skills individually

- Double Turn
- Toe Touch
- Headspring
- Kip Up
- Time to demonstrate other skills you have (optional)

- Perform routine as a group 1 time

Large Group (about 10 dancers)
- Perform routine as a group 2 or more times while switching rows/placement between
performances



Scoring
Scoring is as follows:

Each trick:   3 - executed perfectly       2 – needs improvement     1 – attempted but not executed
correctly 0 - Not attempted

Bonus Tricks: 1- executed correctly 0 - did not execute correctly (bonus skills so this will not
subtract from the overall score)

Small Group and Large group are scored by the below rubric:

Explanation of each category below: (some verbiage pulled from IHSA judges score sheets)

Category Explanation/Description Scoring

- Showmanship/Style - Facials that match the
performance the entry of the
routine
Projection throughout toward
the audience/judges
Authenticity - showing a
connection with facials that
connect with the moves and the
message of the routine

5- Excellent - demonstrates all that is listed the
entire performance
4 - Good - may drop facials a few times OR
facials/project is inconsistent or does not match
with the routine
3 - Average - facials half of the time OR
facials/projection does not match but still
attempted to maintain as much as possible
2 - Needs Improvement - Attempted facials for
small portions of the dance OR no projection
during the majority of the dance
1- Novice- Started OR only had facials for a
few moments but majority of the routine was
completed with no facials OR no projection

-Clean/Sharp - Precision, timing, and style.
Synchronization with the group
- matching the body movements
and placement, and levels

5- Excellent - excellent precision, timing, and
style through the performance. Dancer performs
with excellent synchronization with the small
group
4 - Good - good precision, timing, and style
throughout the performance. Dancer perform
with good synchronization.
3 - Average - Average precision, timing, and
style throughout performance. Dancer performs
with average synchronization.
2 - Needs Improvement - Poor precision, timing
and style throughout the performance. Dancer
performs with a lack of synchronization.



1-Novice- Dancer did not match movements
with the group in a majority of the dance and
had no strength behind any movements.

- Adheres to
choreography -

Completion of all parts of
choreography

5- Excellent - dancer matched choreography
nearly perfectly throughout the entirety of the
routine
4 - Good - dancer matched most of the
choreography throughout the routine
3 - Average - dancer matched about half of the
choreography throughout the routine
2 - Needs Improvement - dancer matched some
of the choreography throughout the routine
1-Novice- dancer matched few parts or no parts
of the choreography throughout the routine

- Technique - Body awareness and placement,
strength, control and clear
articulation of movement.

5- Excellent - excellent body awareness and
placement. Excellent strength, control and clear
articulation of movements throughout most of
the dance.
4 - Good - good body awareness and lacement.
Good strength, control and clear articulation of
movement throughout most of the dance.
3 - Average - average body awareness and
placement. Average strength, control and clear
articulation of movements throughout most of
the dance.
2 - Needs Improvement - lacking body
awareness and placement. Lacking strength,
control and clear articulation of movements
throughout most of the dance.
1-Novice- lacking body awareness and
placement. Lacking strength, control, and clear
articulation of movements throughout the
entirety of the dance.

Skills

Skills demonstrated during the individual skills and/or during the choreography need to be
demonstrated at a certain level during the tryout process. The technique/skills portion is a part of
the overall score. Skills should only be attempted if it can be attempted safely and the dancer has
previously attempted and completed the skill.
If the dancer cannot attempt the skill safely, then when they are called to demonstrate in the
small group, they need to say "pass".



LEVEL Skills to demonstrate

Junior Varsity - pirouette (either single or double)
- toe touch
- headspring - single

Varsity - pirouettes - double
- toe touch
- head spring - single
- head spring - double
- kip up

Optional skills include, but are not limited to:
*only demonstrate skills if you are confident you can execute successfully and safely

Jumps double toe touch
tilt
switch tilt
c-jump
turning c-jump

Leaps turning center
calypso
center leap
switch leap
firebird
surprise leap

Flexibility tilt
leg hold turn(s)

Turns pirouettes (3 or more)
a la secondes
coupe turn
pencil turn
turn combination

Acro show that you can demonstrate successfully and safely

aerial
front/back walkover
tumbling combo
rubberband



Required in order to tryout:

1- Current Deerfield High School Student

2- Register for tryout on R-School prior to tryouts

3- Updated physical submitted prior to tryouts on R-School

4- Must be present on October 24th and October 26th

Accommodations:

If you receive accommodations, please reachout to Coach Jack via email prior to the start of
tryouts (before October 24th, 2022). In the email, please include your name, and the
accommodations you currently receive.

For more questions about tryouts: visit the WDT page on the DHS athletics page.

Email:
Paige Kilcullen
Head Varsity Coach (Fall 2022)
pkilcullen@dist113.org
224-632-3343

Savannah Stanaszek
Varsity Assistant Coach (Fall & Winter 22-23)
sstanaszek@dist113.org

Tilda Wagner
Varsity Assistant Coach (Fall & Winter 22-23)
twagner@dist113.org

Mina Dragisic
Junior Varsity Coach (Fall & Winter 22-23)
mdragisic@dist113.org


